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Factory Emergency Simulation Involves Local Residents

Day/Date : Friday, August 30th, 2019
Location : Gresik
Event : Factory Emergency Handling Simulation

PT Petrokimia Gresik (PG) a member of PT Pupuk Indonesia Holding Company, involved
local residents and police officer in the simulation of factory emergency handling as a
socialization and education in emergency condition, Friday (30/8).

Director of Production, I Ketut Rusnaya explained that this simulation was important because
of Petrokimia Gresik business complexity which had 31 factories with total capacity was 8,9
million ton for fertilizer product as well as non-fertilizer. Therefore, all of internal and external
stakeholder had to be ready with this condition.

“Petrokimia Gresik always prioritizing safety in running the business process which
appropriate with the company value. This routine activity is held in every year to see how far
the readiness and the level of vigilance in PG are internal and external who potentially
involves like police and local resident.” Ketut said.

The commitment of PG in implementing Occupational Health and Safety (K3) is also shown
by implementing Management System of Occupational Health and Safety (SMK3),
Responsible Care Code, and Security Management System (SMP).

Besides this activity, PG also educated community about K3 through the celebration of
Bulan K3 in February and involved local resident in any competition of K3.

“We are appreciating all people who involve in this simulation. I hope this activity is not only
useful for PG, but also can be implemented by community when this emergency happens in
everywhere,” Ketut said.

Meanwhile the simulation was started with the explosion of boiler in sulfuric acid factory as a
result of the high pressure and caused fire in solar tank. These emergency caused two
employees seriously injured and released the gas of SO2 to the community.
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Ketut further explained that optimal safety implementation supported the continuity of
production process in created the business transformation program become solution for
agroindustry.


